Abstract-This paper considers the problem of pilot contamination (PC) in large-scale multi-cell multiple-input multiple-output-aided orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems. We propose an efficient scheme relying on an optimal pilot design conceived for time-domain channel estimation, which can either completely eliminate PC or significantly reduce it, depending on the channel's coherence time. This is achieved by designing an optimal pilot set allowing us to beneficially group the users in all the cells and to assign a time-shifted pilot transmission to the different groups. Unlike the existing PC elimination schemes, which require an excessively long channel coherence time, our proposed scheme is capable of completely eliminating PC under a much shorter coherence time. Moreover, the existing PC elimination schemes can no longer be used if the channel coherent time is insufficiently large. By contrast, even for extremely short channel coherent time, our scheme can still be implemented to significantly reduce PC. This is particularly beneficial for high velocity scenarios. Our simulation results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed scheme.
efficiency and energy efficiency [1] - [7] . However, the performance of large-scale MIMO systems is critically dependent on the accuracy of channel state information (CSI) estimation, regardless whether the CSI is used for uplink (UL) reception or for downlink (DL) transmission. In frequencydivision duplexing (FDD) systems, the CSI is estimated by the mobile station (MS) receivers and signalled back to the base station (BS). Hence the CSI signaling overhead scales linearly with the number of DL transmit antennas deployed at the BS which renders the use of large antenna arrays impractical. By contrast, in time-division duplexing (TDD) systems, the DL CSI can be estimated at the BS with the aid of UL training by exploiting the channel's reciprocity, and the signaling overhead imposed by the acquisition of UL CSI scales linearly with the number of MSs, which is typically much lower than the number of BS antennas. However, the number of orthogonal pilot sequences available is limited since the channel coherence time is limited. The worst-case scenario is associated with the pilot reuse factor of one, when all cells use the same set of orthogonal pilot sequences at the same time. This causes severe pilot contamination (PC) [6] - [9] , which results in the BS being unable to reliably differentiate the signals of different cells.
A. Motivation and Related Works
Compared to the effect of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), PC constitutes a much more grave impairment that limits the system's achievable performance, and hence considerable research efforts have been focused on mitigating or eliminating PC. The effects of PC in multi-cell MIMO systems deploying a large number of BS antennas was analyzed by Marzetta in [6] . Fernandes et al. [10] presented a method using time-staggered pilots which avoided inter-cell interference, whenever the pilots did not overlap in time. However, this approach requires a central controller to manage the staggering of pilot-aided training in all cells in order to maintain the orthogonality of the pilot transmissions of different cells, which is a challenging large-scale pilot assignment task. Moreover, such a staggered training procedure dramatically increase the training duration, which may become impractical due to the limited coherence time of the channel. The coordination between cells was exploited by Yin et al. in [11] , where a covariance-aware pilot assignment strategy was proposed for carefully distributing identical pilot sequences to a set of users. However, this coordinated channel estimation (CE) scheme requires the knowledge of the second-order statistics of all the UL channels. The acquisition of such a large amount of second-order statistics at the BSs is time-consuming and, moreover, sharing them requires a huge amount of back-haul transmissions. Blind CE was also proposed for mitigating the PC problem. The eigenvalue-decomposition-based approach of Ngo and Larsson [12] estimated the channel blindly based on the received data, which exploited the asymptotic orthogonality of the channel vectors in large MIMO systems. However, its performance degrades under a limited number of BS antennas, especially for a limited coherence time. Müller et al. [13] proposed a blind multi-user decorrelation process, which however only performed well, when the number of BS antennas was very large. Blind CE schemes are computationally costly and suffer from permutation ambiguity corresponding to reordering the estimated channel matrix columns.
Recently, a location-aware CE scheme was proposed by relying on fast Fourier transform (FFT) based post-processing following the conventional pilot aided CE [14] , which is capable of distinguishing the users associated with different angles of arrival (AOAs), even if they use the same pilot. To maximally benefit from this location-aware CE algorithm, a location-aware pilot assignment was also proposed in [14] for satisfying the condition of having non-overlapping AOAs for the users of different cells adopting the same pilot. The advantage of this method is its appealing simplicity and efficiency. Moreover, this does not increase the training duration, but it requires the knowledge of the users' AOAs.
In the literature, there exist two schemes which can completely eliminate PC without the need for any knowledge of the second-order channel statistics or the users' AOAs. The strategy proposed in [15] consisted of an amalgam of DL and UL training phases, which are capable of eliminating PC at the cost of requiring a much longer training duration than the conventional simultaneous UL training. More specifically, the scheme of [15] consists of (L +3) training phases for an L-cell system. Therefore, it requires that the channel's coherence interval (COHI) is no less than (L+3)U , where U is the length of the training sequences, which is assumed to be equal to the number of users per cell. Similarly, the scheme proposed by Vu et al. in [16] consisted of a conventional simultaneous UL training phase in which all the MSs simultaneously transmit UL pilots to their BSs, followed by the L consecutive pilot transmission phases in which each cell stays idle at one phase and repeatedly transmits pilot sequences in other phases. Thus, this scheme requires that the COHI is no less than (L + 1)U , which is still very large and may not be met in practical systems. Moreover, these two scheme can no longer be used if the COHI is smaller than (L + 3)U and (L + 1)U , respectively.
Indeed, PC has hampered achieving the full potential of large-scale MIMO systems. Eliminating/reducing PC while requiring a sufficiently short training duration and imposing no excessive amount of prior information is challenging and has not yet been resolved in the open literature.
B. Our Contributions
Given the above background and motivation, our goal is to develop an efficient PC elimination/reduction scheme for multi-cell TDD based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems, which only imposes a relatively short training duration and does not require any prior knowledge regarding either the MIMO channels or user information. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1) An Efficient Signal Framework for Analyzing PC: All the existing schemes [6] , [10] , [11] , [14] - [17] approach PC by considering the signals received by all the target BS's antennas on an individual OFDM subcarrier 1 . While considering a signal framework on an OFDM subcarrier basis is the natural choice for detection/precoding given each subcarrier's frequency-domain channel transfer function (FDCHTF) coefficient matrix, due to the orthogonality of the subcarriers, it is an inefficient one for approaching the CE or PC problem. Specifically, the pilot symbol (PS) received on each subcarrier has a duration of τ OFDM symbols, where τ is related to the number U of users per cell, by τ ≥ U , which allows us to have U orthogonal pilot sequences in each cell. Consequently, even a simultaneous UL training carried out for U users has the duration of U OFDM symbols, assuming that τ = U .
By contrast, we approach PC by considering the signals received on all the OFDM subcarriers together on an individual BS antenna basis. At the time of writing, performing the CE based on the signals received on all the OFDM subcarriers is the standard approach of conventional OFDM systems. Instead, we propose a signal framework to perform multicell massive MIMO CE on an individual BS antenna basis. The substantial benefit of adopting this signal framework is that a simultaneous UL training only has the duration of a PS, i.e., that of a single OFDM symbol.
2) PC-Free Simultaneous UL Training With an Optimally Designed Pilot Set: In order to accurately estimate the CSI with the aid of limited pilot resources, we operate the CE process in the time domain (TD) by estimating the channel impulse responses (CIRs) using an optimally designed pilot set. Then the FFT is invoked for obtaining the required FDCHTFs. We prove that when sufficient subcarrier resources are available, the orthogonality of all the PSs in our optimally designed pilot set is guaranteed and, therefore, all the CIRs can be acquired free from any PC in a simultaneous UL training session that has only the duration of a single OFDM symbol. This is significant because PC-free simultaneous UL training carried out within a single OFDM symbol duration has not been reported in the open literature.
3) PC-Free/Reduction Time-Shifted UL Training With an Optimally Designed Pilot Set: While under the condition of having insufficient subcarrier resources, PC-free CE cannot be achieved with the aid of simultaneous UL training, our proposed scheme exploits what we refer to as subset orthogonality of the optimally designed pilot set by partitioning the users in all the cells and then arranging for a simple time-shifted pilot transmission for the different groups. This technique is capable of either completely eliminating or significantly reducing the PC, depending on the system's COHI. Specifically, we prove that there exists an optimal number of groups, where the pilot subset assigned to the users of each group contains mutually orthogonal elements. Thus, if the COHI is no lower than the optimal number of groups, our scheme completely eliminates PC. Since this optimal number of groups is inherently smaller than the number of cells L and, therefore, it is much smaller than (L + 1)U , our scheme requires a much lower training duration than the scheme of [16] . Most significantly, our scheme is capable of totally eliminating PC under severe COHI conditions, which make the scheme of [16] unusable. Moreover, even when the COHI is lower than the optimal number of groups, as in high-mobility systems, our proposed scheme still remains capable of significantly reducing the PC.
It is worth emphasizing that unlike the conventional approach relying on time-staggered pilots, such as the one presented in [10] , which requires huge amount of coordination amongst the cells plus costly pilot assignment, our PC-free/reduction time-shifted scheme requires no information exchange amongst the BSs and imposes no high-delay timeshifted UL training. Therefore, our scheme is capable of totally eliminating PC under severe COHI conditions, which make the scheme of [10] unusable.
It is also worth pointing out that the training duration directly impacts on the achievable system's capacity or sum-rate performance. Most of the existing works do not take into account the influence of the training duration to the effective sum-rate performance. An exception is the study [6] , which explicitly evaluates the training-duration adjusted sum-rate performance. In our simulation study, we also evaluate the influence of the training duration to the system's effective sum-rate performance.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the MIMO-aided multi-cell TDD OFDM system, present the optimally designed pilot set and outline the condition to be met for achieving PC-free CE using the simultaneous UL training. Section III presents our PC elimination/reduction scheme and details the conditions to be satisfied for the sake of completely eliminating PC or for significantly reducing PC, respectively, depending on the system's COHI. In Section IV, we present our simulation results for characterizing our proposed scheme as well as for comparing it with the state-of-the-art benchmarks. Our conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Throughout our discussions, C denotes the complex number field. For A ∈ C, we have A = A R + j A I , where j = √ −1, while A R and A I are the real and imaginary parts of A, respectively. Boldface upper-case symbols denote matrices, e.g., X, while underlined boldface upper-case symbols denote column vectors, e.g., X. The transpose, conjugate and Hermitian transpose operators are denoted by (·) T , (·) * and (·) H , respectively, while diag{X} denotes the diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries equal to the elements of X. X [n,m] denotes the entity in the n-th row and m-th column of X, and X [n] is the n-th element of X, while X represents the estimate of X. The (K × K )-element identity matrix is denoted by I K ×K , and 0 K ×K denotes the (K × K )-element matrix with all zero elements, while δ(t) represents the discrete Dirac delta function and E{·} denotes the expectation operator. Furthermore, · F denotes the Frobenius norm, while · and · denote the integer floor and ceiling operators, respectively.
II. MULTI-CELL TDD SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a cellular network composed of L hexagonal cells, labelled by l = 1, 2, · · · , L, where each of the U MSs in each cell is equipped with a single antenna, while the BS of each cell employs an array of Q antennas. It is assumed that Q U and OFDM is employed, where all BSs and MSs are synchronized, relying on a TDD protocol with unity frequency reuse (UFR).
A. Uplink Training
All MSs of all cells commence by synchronously transmitting an OFDM PS to their serving BSs. The frequencydomain (FD) PS of user u in the l-th cell is given by [n] . The set of equations constituted by (1) for 1 ≤ n ≤ N can be written in the more compact form of
Inter-cell interference
where
It is worth emphasizing that the signal vector (2) is collected over all the N OFDM subcarriers for an individual BS antenna. This is in contrast to all the existing methods, which consider the signal vector over all the target BS's antennas for an individual subcarrier [6] , [10] , [11] , [14] - [17] . Our approach to UL training has a significant advantage. To implement a simultaneous UL training, our approach only requires that the COHI is no less than 1, while all the existing schemes require that the COHI is no less than U , because they all expect each user to transmit a pilot sequence of length U . As mentioned previously, our signal model is better suited for performing the CE for massive MIMOs than the one adopted in all the existing methods, since it is the natural extension of the standard CE technique of single-antenna multiuser OFDM systems.
The FDCHTF coefficient vector H u l,l ,q is the N-point FFT of the symbol-rate sampled CIR coefficient vector G u l,l ,q ∈ C K ×1 of duration K , for the channel linking the u-th user in cell l to the q-th antenna of the l -th cell's BS, which can be expressed as
where K represents the maximum delay spread of the dispersive channel 2 . Moreover, H u l,l ,q and G u l,l ,q are linked by the expression
where F ∈ C N×K is the FFT matrix, whose elements are given by (3) is valid for the generic massive MIMO system as it does not depend on the particular antenna array structure deployed. Using (4), (2) can be rewritten as
In our simulation study, we will assume a uniformly spaced linear antenna array (ULA) at the BS. For the ULA, the TD CIR vector G u l,l ,q is specified by
where D and λ are the antenna spacing and the carrier's wavelength, respectively. In (6), θ u l,l ,q,k is the AOA of the k-th tap for the channel between the u-th MS in the l-th cell and the q-th antenna of the l -th BS, while the complex-valued tap α u l,l ,q,k is given by [18] 
in which the phase ϕ u l,l ,q,k is a random variable uniformly distributed in [0, 2π) and the path-loss coefficient β u l,l ,q,k accounts for the attenuation and shadow fading of the path. Since β u l,l ,q,k only changes slowly as a function of distance [6] , we may assume that
Table I summarizes the notations used throughout our discussions. 2 Let the sampling rate be 1/ T s and further denote the OFDM symbol duration by T OFDM = (N + L cp )T s , which includes the CP of length L cp . Then K T s is the overall duration of the TD CIR. To ensure orthogonality between subcarriers, the subcarrier spacing must satisfy f ≤ 1/(N T s ), and to eliminate intersymbol interference, it is required that L cp ≥ K − 1. Furthermore, to maintain a high spectral efficiency we opt for, N L cp . Hence we have N K . 
B. Time-Domain Channel Estimation
Theorem 1: Design a FD PS matrix set for all MSs in all cells according to [19] 
which contains the LU diagonal PS matrices of
Clearly, i is the index of the LU users. Specifically, the i -th element of the FD PS matrix set is generated from a reference
where the diagonal matrix
shifts the reference P[1] in phase with a positive integer parameter ζ . If ζ = N LU ≥ K , this FD PS matrix set offers the desired orthogonality as follows:
Proof: Using the PS matrix set (9) in (5), we have
Given ζ = N LU ≥ K , we now prove (12) . Let us set
Furthermore, for the integer t = k 1 − k 2 , we have |t| ≤ K − 1 and Eq. (15) can be rewritten as
Under the condition of i 1 > i 2 and t ≡ N + t if t ≤ 0, we have
To
In other words, we must have
If we restrict the range of ζ to
which clearly meets the condition of (18), then
we can arrive at the same conclusion. Hence,
Let us now consider i 1 = i 2 , which is equivalent to
given that ζ meets the condition of (19) .
It can be seen that the orthogonality of (12) 
which implies a PC free scenario. That is, all the LU MSs of all the L cells can simultaneously transmit their PS matrices to their serving BSs for PC-free channel estimation. The least
Let us now analyze the accuracy of this PC-free LS estimator in terms of its mean square error (MSE), which is defined by
The MSE of the PC-free LS CE (21) is given by
Proof: See Appendix A.
2) Pilot-Contamination-Existing
Scenario: If the condition (20) is not met, then the orthogonality (12) does not hold, i.e., the number of the mutually orthogonal elements in P is less than LU , which results in PC when all MSs of all cells simultaneously transmit their PS matrices to their serving BSs. By exploiting the orthogonality of the subset PS matrices in the set (10), we propose an efficient scheme, which can either completely eliminate PC or significantly reduce it, depending on the system's COHI quantified in terms of the number of OFDM symbols. Specifically, we can always divide all the users into several groups, where the number of groups is no higher than the COHI and invoke time-shifted pilot transmission for the different groups. Specifically, the MSs of the first group simultaneously transmit their PS matrices, followed by the MSs of the second group, and so on. If the number of users in each group is no higher than the number of the mutually orthogonal elements in the PS matrix set P, which can be guaranteed if the COHI is not too small, then PC can be completely eliminated. However, if the COHI is very small, the number of users in some of the groups will be larger than the number of the mutually orthogonal elements in P. In such situations, although PC cannot be completely eliminated, it can be significantly mitigated.
III. PROPOSED PILOT CONTAMINATION ELIMINATION/REDUCTION SCHEME
The LU FD PS matrices P[i ], 1 ≤ i ≤ LU , of (10) are assigned to the LU users in the L cells. Based on the proof of Theorem 1, we know that when the condition (20) is not met, we cannot guarantee the orthogonality of all the FD PS matrices P[i ], 1 ≤ i ≤ LU . We first consider, how to optimally group the users for guaranteeing that the PS matrix subset associated with each user group contains mutually orthogonal elements. 
A. Optimal User Grouping
Given the system parameters, namely the number of subcarriers N, length of CIRs K , number of cells L and number of MSs per cell U , we define
where R is the remainder of LU f . In multi-cell MIMO based OFDM systems relying on UFR, the number of MSs served per cell U is not very high, while the length of CIRs K is large in rich scattering propagation environments. It may be readily verified that f is a small integer and n u is larger than f , specifically,
For example, given the typical system parameters of Table II , the relationships in (25) hold. We have the following theorem specifying the optimal user grouping.
Theorem 3: Assume that the condition (20) is not met, i.e. that we have K LU > N. Then there exists an optimal user grouping, in which the number of groups is f or f + 1, and the number of users in each group is no more than n u + 1. This grouping is optimal in the sense that the FD PS matrices assigned to the users of every group are mutually orthogonal, which ensures that the group-by-group time-shifted UL training is free from any PC.
Proof: Given ζ = N LU < K , we consider (16) again in order to search for optimal user grouping. Still under the condition of i 1 > i 2 and
which holds for 
and the number of users in each group is n u . Since for any i 1 , i 2 ∈ If and i 1 > i 2 , i 1 − i 2 satisfies the condition (28), the FD PS matrices assigned to the users of each group are mutually orthogonal. This proves that the optimal user grouping is to divide the LU users into f groups, as illustrated in Table III , and the number of users in each group is n u .
2) Case of R = 0: The remainder obeys R ∈ {1, 2, · · · , f − 1}. By partitioning the users into f groups, the user index set If for groupf ( 
The number of users in thef -th group is given by
Hence, the number of users in each group is either n u or n u + 1. This grouping is depicted in Table IV . For R −f < 0, i.e., for the groups R + 1 ≤f ≤ f , the number of users in each group is n u and, moreover, for any i 1 , i 2 ∈ If and i 1 > i 2 , i 1 − i 2 meets the condition (28). Thus, all the n u PS matrices in each group are mutually orthogonal.
However, for R −f ≥ 0, i.e., for the groups 1 ≤f ≤ R, the number of users in each group is n u + 1, and the number of mutually orthogonal PS matrices in groupf is n u or n u + 1. (28) holds, and thus the number of mutually orthogonal PS matrices in groupf is n u + 1. Therefore, the grouping scheme of Table IV is optimal, since the PS matrices assigned to the users of every group are mutually orthogonal. , i.e., do not meet the condition (28). In this case, we may partition the LU users into f + 1 groups, so that the number of users in each group is no more than n u . Noting that R ≤ f − 1 and f < n u , this is definitely achievable. Moreover, we must guarantee that any pair of user indices in each group meets the condition (28) to ensure that the PS matrices assigned to each group are mutually orthogonal. We now show how to construct such an optimal grouping of ( f + 1) user groups based on the f user groups of Table IV.
2.2) R
Step 0. We extract the R users (n u − (R − 1)) f + R, · · · , (n u − 1) f + R, n u f + R from group R in Table IV , which are marked as boldface, to construct group f + 1. Clearly, this ( f +1)-st group has R users, which is less than n u , and the R users' FD PS matrices are mutually orthogonal.
The remaining n u f users in the f groups of Table IV are rearranged as follows.
Step 1. At the column of (n u − (R − 1)) f + R, move the elements of rows R + 1 to f one row up. This releases the position at the last f -th row of this column.
Step 2. At the next column, move the elements of rows 1 to R−1 one row up, and the shifted-out 1st-row element fills the empty position of the previous column at the f -th row, while the elements of rows R +1 to f are moved two rows up, releasing the two positions at rows f −1 and f . The procedure continues until it reaches Step R, which moves the elements of rows 1 to R − 1 at the column of (n u f + R) (R − 1) rows up, i.e., shifts them out to fill the positions of the preceding column in rows f −(R−2) to f . This procedure rearranges the f groups of Table IV into the ( f + 1) groups of Table V. It is clear that groupf of Table V has n u users, where 1 ≤f ≤ f . We have to prove that the difference i 1 − i 2 between any two user indices i 1 and i 2 in each group meets the condition (28), assuming i 1 > i 2 .
Note that in the original f groups of Table IV , the user indices in each group are in ascending order with the increment f , while at each column, the user indices are in ascending order with an increment of 1. Furthermore, we always have i 1 −i 2 ≥ f for any two user indices i 1 > i 2 in any group.
From the construction procedure of Step 1 to
Step R, clearly, any two user indices i 1 > i 2 in groupf of Table V satisfy i 1 − i 2 ≥ f , where 1 ≤f ≤ f . Moreover, the user indices in any group of Table V remain in ascending order and, therefore, we only have to check that the difference of the last user index and the first user index is no higher than N−K ζ . Forf = 1, the maximum difference is (n u − 1) f + R − 2, and for 2 ≤f ≤ f , the maximum difference Table V is optimal. We now provide an simple illustrative example for Case 2.2). Consider the system associated with N = 206, LU = 34 and K = 29. Clearly, this is a system satisfying N < K LU with
Thus, the condition (28) is met and the grouping scheme of
Furthermore,
and this is the case of R = 0 and n u f > N−K ζ . Grouping the users into the f groups is depicted in the left side of Fig. 1 , where it can be seen that for the groupf , where 1 ≤f ≤ R = 4, the difference between the last user index and the first user index is 30 >
Hence, the PS matrices assigned to these two users are not orthogonal. The steps 0 to R = 4 of the rearranging procedure is also illustrated in Fig. 1 , leading to the optimal grouping of f + 1 = 6 groups, as shown at the right side of Fig. 1 . Clearly, the condition (28) is met for each of these f + 1 groups, and thus the PS matrices assigned to each group are mutually orthogonal. Fig. 2 illustrates the TDD protocol's frame structure and its relationship to the channel's coherence time. Let us denote the channel's coherence time as t coherent . We can define the overall COHI as the ratio of t coherent over which specifies the maximum number of OFDM symbols during the duration of which the CIRs remain near constant.
Since the system has to carry out the training and the uplink and/or downlink data transmission within r , we define the effective COHI for performing CE as
where N UL and N DL are the numbers of OFDM symbols transmitted during the uplink and downlink data transmissions, respectively. Clearly, the training duration N TN must satisfy N TN ≤ r . By partitioning the users into a number of groups that are no more than r , we can implement the CE based on a timeshifted pilot transmission procedure for the different groups. Explicitly, the MSs of the first group simultaneously transmit their PS matrices, followed by the MSs of the second group, and so on. According to Theorem 3, depending on the system's parameters, we can optimally partition the users into f or f +1 groups, as indicated in Tables III to V . Thus, we consider the cases of r ≥ f + 1, r = f and r < f .
B. Pilot Contamination Elimination
1) r ≥ f + 1: Clearly, the time-shifted pilot transmission procedure for f or f + 1 groups can be realized. For R = 0, we can implement the optimal grouping scheme of Table III with f groups; for R = 0 and LU − R ≤ N−K ζ we can implement the optimal grouping scheme of Table IV with f groups; while for R = 0 and LU − R >
N−K ζ
, we can implement the optimal grouping scheme of Table V with f +1 groups. The CE based on the time-shifted pilot transmission is completely free from PC, and the MSE of the CE is as given in Theorem 2.
2) r = f : For R = 0 as well as R = 0 and LU − R ≤
, we can implement the corresponding optimal grouping schemes in conjunction with f groups to achieve PC-free CE.
C. Pilot Contamination Reduction
In the presence of PC, the LS CE of G u l ,l ,q for the desired
in (14) . Hence the channel estimation error can be expressed
Since G 0 and W 0 are independent of each other, the MSE of the CE G u l ,l ,q can be expressed as
Obviously,
as given in (23).
1) r = f and R
: Clearly, the time-shifted pilot transmission procedure conceived for f groups can be realized. Hence, we can implement the grouping scheme of Table IV with f groups. This is not an optimal grouping, and the PC cannot be completely eliminated. However, only the PS matrices assigned to the last and first users in groupf are not orthogonal for 1 ≤f ≤ R. Therefore, the time-shifted pilot transmission procedure is capable of significantly reducing the PC, compared to the scenario where all the users simultaneously transmit their PS matrices, at the cost of increasing the training time by a small factor of f . , by implementing the grouping scheme of Table IV with f groups, the MSE of the CE based on the time-shifted pilot transmission procedure is as follows. i) If the user i 1 = (u − 1)L + l is the last or the first user of groupf , where 1 ≤f ≤ R, the MSE of the CE for this user is given by
where i 2 = (u − 1)L + l denotes the index of the first or the last user of groupf . ii) For any user other than the 2R users specified in i), the MSE of its CE is given by
Proof: See Appendix B. 2) 2 ≤ r < f : We can only realize the time-shifted pilot transmission procedure consisting of r groups. Hence we partition the LU users into the r groups of Table VI, where
For any pair of user indices (28) is met, their PS matrices are mutually orthogonal. Therefore, the user pairs associated with non-orthogonal PS matrices are specified by
is met, their PS matrices are mutually orthogonal. Therefore, the user pairs having non-orthogonal PS matrices are specified by
Regarding the MSE of the CE obtained by this timeshifted pilot transmission procedure of r groups, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5: Given r < f , by implementing the grouping scheme of Table VI with r groups, the MSE of the CE based on the time-shifted pilot transmission procedure for user
where user i 2 = (u 2 − 1)L + l 2 is in groupr and 1 ≤r ≤ r .
Proof: See Appendix C.
D. Comparison With Existing Schemes
As mentioned previously, all the existing schemes [6] , [10] , [11] , [14] - [17] consider the received signal vector over all the target BS's antennas for an individual subcarrier, and each user transmits an UL pilot sequence of length U for UL training. Therefore, even to implement a conventional simultaneous UL training, which inevitably suffers from serious PC with the exception of the location-aware CE scheme [14] , all these schemes require the effective COHI to be no shorter than U . By contrast, our approach considers the received signal vector over all the N OFDM subcarriers for an individual BS antenna, and it only requires the minimum effective COHI of 1 to implement a simultaneous UL training. Moreover, if we have sufficient subcarrier resources, namely, the condition (20) is met, our design guarantees a PC-free CE even with a simultaneous UL training. Only when the condition (20) is not met would our design suffer from PC in a simultaneous UL training regime. In the case of having insufficient subcarrier resources, i.e., for N < K LU, our approach can invoke the time-shifted pilot transmission procedure of f or f + 1 groups for completely eliminating PC, which requires that the effective COHI is no shorter than f + 1.
Many existing schemes rely on user related features, such as user locations or users' channel covariance matrices, to combat PC. Therefore, they must acquire these statistics, which is generally costly and requires considerable information exchange between cells. After the acquisition of this user-related knowledge, typically complex centralized pilot assignment is needed to match the user-related information. Moreover, these user-related parameters are time-varying. When they change, the whole process has to be repeated again. By contrast, our proposed scheme does not require any of these. Explicitly, no user related features or statistics are needed, no information exchange is needed between cells, no pilot assignment is required, and above all, our optimal design does not change at all. More specifically, our design is produced at the network planning stage, as it only relies on the network parameters, namely, the number of cells L, the number of antennas at each BS Q, the maximum number of MSs supported per cell U , the number of subcarriers N, the maximum delay spread or the maximum length of the CIRs K , and the effective COHI r . Since our design does not depend on any user related features or statistics that are changing with time, it remains unchanged during the entire network operational life time.
The scheme of [16] also does not rely on user related statistics but it requires that the effective COHI is no shorter than (L + 1)U . Since typically f < L, we have f + 1 (L + 1)U , and the significant advantage of our proposed scheme over the existing scheme of [16] becomes apparent. Additionally, given r ≥ (L + 1)U , although the scheme of [16] can also completely eliminate PC, the associated signal cancellation operations of this scheme amplify the noise. Therefore, we expect that the achievable MSE of our scheme will be better than that of [16] . Most importantly, if the effective COHI is shorter than (L + 1)U , the scheme of [16] cannot be used at all. By contrast, for any 2 ≤ r ≤ f , our approach can implement the time-shifted pilot transmission procedure consisting of r groups for significantly reducing the PC. Thus the efficiency of our design in combating PC naturally depends on the COHI encountered. In the worst-case of having an effective COHI equal to 1 and insufficient subcarrier resources, our design 'degrades' gracefully to a simultaneous UL training. It is worth emphasizing that this simultaneous UL training can be implemented under the minimum effective COHI of r = 1. Furthermore, as a benefit of an optimal pilot design, our simultaneous UL training remains more immune to PC than the conventional simultaneous UL training scheme, which incidentally can only be realized under the condition of r ≥ U > 1.
It is worth pointing our that training reduces the effective bandwidth efficiency and, therefore, the training duration has a significant impact on the effective sum rate achievable. Let C UL and C DL denote the ideal UL sum-rate and ideal DL sum-rate for the UL and DL transmissions, respectively, without taking into account the training overhead. Referring to Fig. 2 , since training reduces the system's effective throughput, the effective UL sum-rate C e f UL and effective DL sum-rate C e f DL are obtained respectively as
by a training overhead adjustment is owing to the fact that the channel estimate obtained by UL training is used in both UL and DL transmissions. Since both our scheme and the scheme of [16] can eliminate PC, assuming a sufficiently long r , both will achieve similar C UL and C DL , which are significantly higher than those attained by the scheme of conventional simultaneous UL training. However, the actual effective sum-rates, C ef UL and C e f DL , achieved by our scheme are much higher than those achieved by the scheme of [16] , since the former requires a much shorter training duration. In fact, even the conventional simultaneous UL training may attain higher C e f UL and C e f DL than the scheme of [16] , as will be confirmed by the simulation results.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The default values of the various parameters used for our simulated multi-cell TDD system are listed in Table VII . Unless otherwise specified, these default parameter values were used throughout. The UFR regime was assumed and the pre-assigned PSs in (10) were employed for the UL CE by all the BSs. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system was defined as E s /N 0 , where E s denoted the energy per symbol and N 0 = σ 2 w denoted the power of the AWGN. The ULA was deployed at each BS. All the AOAs θ u l ,l,q,k were i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with a mean ofθ = 90 • and the standard deviation of σ AOA = 90 • .
Clearly, this is a system with N < K LU, and we have 
this is the case of R = 0 and n u f >
corresponding optimal grouping is defined in Table V with f + 1 = 4 groups. If the effective COHI obeys r ≥ f + 1 = 4, our 4-group based optimal UL training scheme can be invoked for completely eliminating the PC. If r = 3, our 3-group based UL training scheme can be employed for significantly mitigating the PC effect. Even under the worst-case condition of r = 1, we can still realize our 1-group based simultaneous UL training procedure.
A. Estimation Performance
We first verify the effectiveness of our proposed design by examining the normalized MSE (NMSE) of the CE, which is defined as Fig. 3 investigates the NMSE of our estimator as a function of the UL training SNR under different effective COHI conditions, where the simulated NMSE simu results are obtained by averaging over 100 channel realizations and they agree well with the theoretical NMSE theo results as given in Theorems 2 to 5, respectively. Specifically, if the effective COHI is no smaller than 4, our 4-group based optimal scheme is capable of completely eliminating PC. Under the condition of r = 3, our 3-group based scheme can be employed for significantly reducing PC resulting in an NMSE floor of 4 × 10 −5 , as seen from Fig. 3 . If the effective COHI is reduced to r = 2, our 2-group based scheme has an NMSE floor of 0.01. Under the worst operating condition of r = 1, our 1-group based simultaneous training scheme has an NMSE floor of 0.05. Observe that the conventional simultaneous training scheme can only be implemented if the effective COHI is no shorter than 8 OFDM symbols. Furthermore, it has a higher NMSE floor of 0.1. Vu et al. [16] proposed two schemes both of which are capable of eliminating PC and both require that the effective COHI is no shorter than 64. This should be compared to our scheme, which only requires that r ≥ 4.
We use scheme 2 of [16] in our comparison, which has a better performance than the other one. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that scheme 2 of [16] eliminates PC with no NMSE floor, but its performance is 2 dB worse than our 4-group based optimal scheme, because the signal cancellation operations required in this scheme amplify the noise. Additionally, our optimal pilot design is always capable of attaining a PC-free estimate in the simultaneous training, if N ≥ K LU. Thus, we also consider the case of N = 3072 > K LU, while all the other system parameters remain the same, as in Table VII . With a sufficient subcarrier resource of N = 3072 > K LU, the FD PS matrices designed for all the users in all the cells retain the desired orthogonality, and the corresponding NMSE performance obtained by our simultaneous training procedure is also depicted in Fig. 3 , which is about 4.5 dB lower than the PC-free case of N = 1024, since the MSE is inversely proportional to N.
B. Ideal Sum-Rate Performance
We next investigate the achievable ideal UL sum-rate without considering the impact of training duration based on various channel estimators. Specifically, the channel estimate is first obtained during the UL training. Then during the UL transmission, the system's SNR is maintained to the same UL training SNR value, and each BS performs the maximum-ratio combining (MRC) of its received signal by multiplying it with the conjugate-transpose of the channel estimate. The ideal percell UL sum-rate is defined by
where SINR l,u is the desired signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio of user u in cell l, obtained by the MRC based on the estimated channels. Fig. 4 portrays the ideal per-cell UL sumrate performance. The results of Fig. 4 are consistent with the results of Fig. 3, i. e., a better NMSE CE performance generally leads to a higher ideal UL sum-rate. Although the achievable ideal UL sum-rate of the scheme proposed in [16] is very close to that of our optimal-grouping scheme, it is worth emphasizing again that our optimal scheme can operate under the network condition of an effective COHI r ≥ 4, while the scheme of [16] can only operate for an effective COHI of r ≥ 64. Also from Fig. 4 it can be seen that our proposed simultaneous training scheme, which only requires the minimum effective COHI of r = 1, achieves a 5 bits/s/Hz higher sum-rate than the conventional simultaneous training scheme, which requires an effective COHI of r = 8. We then study the achievable ideal DL sum-rate performance. Specifically, given the channel estimate obtained under the UL training SNR of E s /N 0 = 20 dB, each BS carries out DL transmission by invoking zero-forcing (ZF) transmit precoding based on the UL CE. The per-cell DL sum-rate, C DL , is defined similarly to C UL of (48). Fig. 5 portrays the achievable ideal per-cell DL sum-rate versus the DL system's SNR. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the ideal per-cell DL sum-rate achieved by our simultaneous training scheme with sufficient subcarrier resource of N = 3072 approaches the perfect-CSI bound, while our 4-group based scheme with N = 1024 and the scheme of [16] perform very close to the perfect-CSI bound. Observe furthermore that our simultaneous training scheme associated with N = 1024 achieves a 5 bits/s/Hz higher sum-rate than the conventional simultaneous training scheme.
We also investigate the effect of the number of antennas Q. In particular, we fix the UL training SNR to 20 dB, vary the number of antennas Q, and estimate the corresponding channel matrix. Then each BS carries out ZF transmit precoding based DL transmission using the obtained CE under the DL system's SNR of E s /N 0 = 20 dB. Fig. 6 portrays the ideal per-cell DL sum-rate versus the number of antennas Q. As expected, increasing the number of antennas enhances the achievable sum-rate. It can be seen again from Fig. 6 that the ideal per-cell DL sum-rates achieved by the three PC-free schemes, namely, our scheme using N = 3072 > K LU, our optimal grouping scheme with N = 1024 < K LU and the scheme of [16] , perform very close to the perfect-CSI bound. Our simultaneous UL training scheme relying on N = 1024 < K LU is substantially better than the conventional simultaneous UL training scheme.
C. Effective Sum-Rate Performance
The ideal UL sum-rate C UL and ideal DL sum-rate C DL shown in Section IV-B do not take into account the training overhead imposed. We now investigate the effective UL sum-rate C e f UL and effective DL sum-rate C e f DL achievable by various schemes. We consider a very slow fading system associated with the COHI r = 84 so that the scheme of [16] can be implemented in conjunction with N TN = 64 and N UL = N DL = 10 OFDM symbols. Since our proposed 4-group, 3-group, 2-group and 1-group based schemes require N TN = 4, 3, 2 and 1, respectively, they can implement the UL and DL transmissions with the aid of N UL = N DL = 40, 40.5, 41, 41.5, respectively. On the other hand, the conventional simultaneous UL training scheme requires N TN = 8, and it can support the UL and DL transmissions with N UL = N DL = 38.
Under the identical experimental conditions of Figs. 4 to 6, the effective sum-rate performance which properly consider the impact of training overhead are depicted in Figs. 7 to 9 , respectively. Observe from Figs. 7 to 9 that our proposed Achievable effective per-cell UL sum-rate performance as the functions of the UL system's SNR by different estimators with the UL training SNR equal to the UL system's SNR. The COHI is r = 84. Fig. 8 .
Achievable effective per-cell DL sum-rate performance as the functions of the DL system's SNR by different estimators where the UL training SNR is fixed to E s /N 0 = 20 dB. The COHI is r = 84. Fig. 9 .
Achievable effective per-cell DL sum-rate performance as the functions of the number of antennas Q by different estimators where both the UL training SNR and the DL system's SNR are fixed to 20 dB. The COHI is r = 84.
4-group, 3-group and 2-group based schemes outperform the scheme of [16] by more than 30 bits/sec/Hz, while our proposed simultaneous UL training scheme outperforms the the scheme of [16] by more than 25 bits/sec/Hz, in terms of effective sum-rate performance. In fact, even the conventional simultaneous UL training scheme achieves higher effective sum-rate performance than the scheme of [16] by almost 20 bits/sec/Hz, as the benefit of requiring a much shorter training duration, even though it suffers from serious PC while the latter is PC-free.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel PC elimination scheme has been proposed for multi-cell TDD and OFDM based massive MIMO systems, which relies on an optimal pilot design for TD CE. It has been shown that when sufficient subcarrier resources are available in conjunction with our optimal pilot design, all users in all cells can simultaneously perform UL training completely free from PC, even under the worst-case effective COHI of 1. When the subcarrier resources are insufficient, users in all the cells can be grouped into a very small optimal number of groups, and the pilots associated with each group are guaranteed to be orthogonal. If the system's effective COHI is no smaller than the optimal number of groups, the pilot transmissions destined for different groups can be implemented in a time-shifted manner, which completely eliminates pilot contamination. Moreover, even when the effective COHI is smaller than the optimal number of groups, our time-shifted scheme can still be implemented according to the actual system's effective COHI for significantly reducing the PC. Our proposed scheme requires no user related features or statistics, no information exchange between cells and no pilot assignment. After the design at the network planning stage, it remains unchanged during the entire network operational life time.
Pilot contamination has been a stumbling block in the way of realizing massive MIMO systems. The existing PC elimination schemes either require user related features that are changing with time or need excessively long effective COHIs, and therefore are impractical. The significance of our design is that it solves this challenging PC problem, since it provides an effective and practical technique of eliminating PC in multicell TDD and OFDM based massive MIMO systems.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 2
From (21) we have
The k-th element of 0 is
Since the noise obeys
is also Gaussian distributed with zero mean and the power given by
Clearly, the MSE of the LS CE (21) satisfies the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [20] . is also a complex-valued Gaussian variable with zero mean and the power given by
B. Proof of Theorem
On the other hand, for K + (i 1 − i 2 )ζ − N + 1 ≤ k ≤ K , the k-th element of G 0 is 0. Thus we arrive at
and hence the MSE of (38). If the user i 1 = (u − 1)L + l is the first user and i 2 = (u − 1)L + l is the last user of groupf , we can also arrive at (38) in a similar way.
ii) Proof of (39) is straightforward. = 0, while
which leads to
Thus we have 
= 0. Therefore, we arrive at leads to the MSE of (44).
